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You recently got your little one on a good

schedule and then bam, sleep struggles

arise once again. Sleep regressions are a

very real thing, and can be extremely

frustrating for parents! You will find

everything you need to know about these

regressions in this downloadable guide.



Sleep Regressions &
Why They Happen

Sleep regressions
are technically progressions in your

child's development and growth.

4 Month Regression:
-Permanent change in baby's sleep
-Can happen anywhere between 8 weeks & 5 months
-Occurs due to a change in your baby's sleep patterns.

8-10 Month Regression:
- Can happen between 8-10 months
- Occurs due to major milestones (crawling, pulling up, sitting up,
language, etc)

12 Month Regression: (Not common)
- Happens typially due to walking milestone
- Language development can play a role

18 Month Regression:
- Separation Anxiety is at an all time high
- Language Explosion

24 Month Regression:
- Toddler is in need of control and often resists sleep
- Typically targets naps.



Sleep Regressions

How long do they last?

-

Regressions last  between 2-6 weeks.  I t  is  important to
remember that regressions do not last  forever - and

to stay pat ient  (easier  said than done I  know!)
 

DISCLAIMER:
Always follow the advice of your Doctor or trusted Medical Professional.
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How to survive?

I t  is  important to keep any unwanted habits  that can
form dur ing regression at  bay.  Dur ing regressions i t  is

easy to fal l  back into assist ing back to s leep,  but  i f
your chi ld was an independent s leeper to begin with ,

th is  can technical ly  extend the regression,  by creat ing
a new sleep prop dependency.

 
Sometimes you have to do what you can to survive

regressions ,  I  completely understand! I t  is  important
to make sure that these survival  tact ics do not

become habitual .


